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The Albin Johnson log house, built in 1885 by Swedes, is now sited on a hill 
facing east, among pasture, cornfields, and wood barns, where it harmonizes 
with and contributes to the surrounding rural landscape just as it did in its 
original location. The current owner moved the house to this location in 1969 
to avoid demolition on its original site, which was about 1-1/2 miles northwest 
of the present location in the NW 1/4, NI 1/4, Section 26, T-34-N, R-3-E. When 
the building was about to be razed, removal of the asbestos shingling revealed an 
excellently preserved log structure. The house was moved intact to preserve the 
totality of its construction techniques. The move, therefore, can be justified 
fully as necessary to the preservation of the building. Essentially, the current 
setting replicates the original on the J. A. Johnson farm in the N 1/2 of the 
NW 1/4, Section 22, T-34-N, R-3-E.

The log house itself is a 1-1/2 story gable roofed structure constructed of pine, 
tamarack, and some hemlock. The log construction is typical of Swedish craftsman 
ship. The sides of the logs are hewn straight, and the corners are dovetailed. 
In order to fit the logs as the walls were built upward, logs were adzed into 
concave form on the bottom and left round on the top. As each log was added, 
moss was placed on the rounded top surface of the one below, then the concave 
bottom portion of the next log fitted down tightly. Consequently, very little 
space is visible between the logs; chinking was not used nor necessary. Holes 
in the logs about one inch in diameter (visible in the photograph) were placed 
at points in order to serve as scaffolds while building the structure. After 
completion, these holes were fitted with a wood piece.

The foundation is loose rock on the south side and cinder block on all other sides, 
The original shake roof was badly deteriorated so Meier has replaced it with a new 
one of asphalt shingles. For the most part, the 2/2 hung sash windows are the 
originals. Subsequent owners after Albin Johnson made the following changes in 
the fenestration: a door on the northeast side was added by August H. Manthey; 
at the same time, he closed off the back door on the west side and replaced it 
with a window. In addition, Roy Meier has removed the dilapidated original chim 
ney, replacing it with a dummy visible only from the interior.

The interior consists of two equally sized rooms divided by a fireplace. Leading 
upstairs to one large sleeping room is a small steep staircase, added in the early 
twentieth century; originally there was only a ladder. The ceiling, of tamarack 
planks, was put in ca. 1917 by Manthey. Parts of Swedish newspapers, dating from 
the turn of the century, line portions of the downstairs exposed log walls. The 
interior combines these early structural and decorative elements with domestic 
and cultural artifacts of the era collected by the Meiers. The items pertain 
mainly to the local history of the Ogema vicinity, although some artifacts come 
from as far as Bayfield County. Among the significant items is a photograph of 
'the house's builder, Amandus Johnson, and early maps of the area.
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Architecture & Ethnic Technology

The significance of the Johnson log house lies in its excellence as an example 
of an ethnic type of log construction and in its place within the early settle 
ment history of Price County. Built in 1885 in one of the last settled regions 
of Wisconsin, it is representative of a pioneering Swedish settlement of loggers 
and farmers in southeastern Price County. Today it is one of the oldest remain 
ing log structures in Price County and surrounding counties. As a well-preserved 
remnant of Swedish homesteads and as a local museum, the Johnson house serves as 
a visual and cultural focal point in this still-rural and sparsely settled area 
of Northern Wisconsin. Historical information pertaining to the log house and 
its place in regional settlement history follows below.

Settlement

Around 1878, Charles Hilmar Olson, who worked on a Swedish boat that brought 
immigrants to the upper peninsula of Michigan to work in the mines, heard of 
the giant white pine stands on the Spirit River in north central Wisconsin. 
As he was more interested in logging than sailing, he brought his family and 
friends to the area on his next trip west. These included Amandus, Albin and 
Peter Johnson and A. P. Wolfstran. They looked for homesteads along the Spirit 
River but found that the land had been taken already be a group of German immi 
grants. The Swedes, therefore, filed their homesteads on the tributaries of 
the Spirit River, which was a main stream of the area. They were all good woods 
men, but Amandus Johnson was a superior craftsman, expert with the adz and broad- 
ax, and a good supervisor as well. As a result, the Swedish settlers of the area 
built their houses with his help and supervision. The Albin Johnson house is an 
important survival of both the settlement and the craftsmanship with which the 
log houses were built.

Information furnished by Roy R. Meier in interview by Gail Hunton, June 18, 1976.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

The nominated property is centered in an area of approximately 80 l x 80' in 
the Meier farmyard.
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